
Final Project



What we expect
A small research project!

● Submit a project proposal (9/15, optional, not graded)
● Present at a poster session (12/1)
● Submit a final project report to DEN (12/8)

NO LATE SUBMISSIONS ARE ACCEPTED



Report format
ICLR 2023 draft format (https://github.com/ICLR/Master-Template/raw/master/iclr2023.zip)

● You will write in LaTex (submit PDF)
● Overleaf is your good friend.
● Please include a link to your code base.

https://github.com/ICLR/Master-Template/raw/master/iclr2023.zip
https://www.overleaf.com/


Three types of projects

1. Application projects
2. Analysis projects
3. Implementation projects



Type 1: Application projects

Goal: solve a real-world problem.

Examples:

● Apply deep reinforcement learning on a specific game
● Accelerate a deep model for a specific task.

Comparing with existing methods is important!



A concrete example
● Maybe you’re interested in playing a 

game with reinforcement learning 
where agents are robust to noisy 
environments.

● Find an environment for this and get 
results for the strongest existing 
methods you can find.

● Improve on these methods with your 
own ideas.

https://github.com/facebookresearch/natural_
rl_environment

https://github.com/facebookresearch/natural_rl_environment
https://github.com/facebookresearch/natural_rl_environment


Type 2: Analysis projects

Goal: discover useful/important insights

Examples:

● Analyzing the relationship between some hyperparameters and model performance.
● Analyzing the right way to prompt (communicate) with a large language model.
● Discovering the scenarios where current models usually fail.

You need to be more experienced to find the right thing to analyze.



A concrete example
● Language models do really well on commonsense 

reasoning tasks. I wonder if that’s due to the 
model taking shortcuts and not really reasoning. 
🤔

● They come up with a way to carefully gather data 
and then adversarially filter it. Models do better on 
this dataset than other datasets.



Type 3: Implementation projects

Examples:

● Compile a benchmark for a series of approaches, e.g. federate learning.
● Implement some non-trivial papers that does not provide their implementation, 

e.g. DeepMind’s paper.

Your implementation needs to be non-trivial, clear and novel.



A concrete example
● “Continuous diffusion for categorical data” is an example of 

a conference-level paper of sufficient complexity and no 
code available that could be implemented. There is no 
existing code-base (like MinGPT) to build off of really.

● You would implement this and try to reproduce the results 
obtained by the authors (remember constrained compute)

● Your code should be well-documented and allow us to very 
easily run experiments to reproduce your results

● See high-quality paper repos for what to aim for



How do I come up with an idea?
● Take existing idea to new dimension (like Flickr to YouTube)
● Combine two existing ideas
● Given a method, apply it to new problems
● Given a solved problem, find other approaches to solving it
● Make existing idea faster, cheaper, more personalized, etc.
● Do exactly the opposite of existing idea

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYnJPtEJj
4s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYnJPtEJj4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYnJPtEJj4s


Sections in a paper/your report (in general)

0. Abstract (not required)

1. Introduction (~1 page)

2. Related work (~0.75 page)

3. Problem formulation (for application or analysis project)

Scope and structure of the implementation (for implementation project)

(~1 page)
4. Methodology (1~2 page)

5. Results and discussion (~1 to 2 page)

6. Conclusion and future work (~0.25 page)

mandatory



Introduction

What you should consider when starting a project.

● What is the goal of the project?
● Why is the project important?
● Briefly introduce your idea or analysis

○ What is the problem you observed in existing methods?
○ What is your solution for the problem?

● Summarize the contribution

You can try to include these points in your proposal.



Related work
We require you to include 10 relevant papers.
(You should read at least 25 papers for a serious research.)

For each paper, you need to summarize

● its contribution
● how it compares with your idea

can be as brief as 2 sentences, depending on your space and the relevance of the paper.

Lewis et al. (2019) propose a question answering dataset that is similar in spirit to ours but covers 
fewer languages and is not parallel across all of them



● Describe the task
○ e.g. the input and output of the task

● The datasets and metric you use
○ describe why and what
○ don’t include implementation details, e.g. it’s a json file.

Problem formulation (application and analysis projects)



For implementation projects
Scope of your code

● Describe and explain the papers you implemented

Structure of your code, e.g.

● Abstraction of the problem
● Components in your implementation



Methodology (application and analysis projects)

● The ideas you have tried for this project.
● If you tried many, you can list the most important ones.
● Put the less important ones in the appendix.



Baseline (application project)

● Briefly describe your baseline.
● It needs to be reasonably strong.

○ i.e. the best method from relevant literature
● Sometimes you may have to make your own baseline.



Results

● Application project:
○ Compare your proposed idea(s) with the baseline.

● Analysis project:
○ Show the experimental results
○ Discuss the insights 

● Implementation project:
○ Show the experimental results
○ Reproduce the results in the paper.
○ (or prove that the paper is wrong)



Conclusion
● Briefly summarize your contribution.
● Limitations of your methods.
● Discuss what could possibly improve your project.



Appendix
● Yes, you can have a long appendix.
● But we may or may not read it.
● You should make your main text self-contained.

But please remember to include the work distribution among your group members.



What if it does not work…
● It’s ok.
● But you need to show that you have tried reasonably hard.

(You have 4 or 5 people!!!)
● Give us a possible reason for why it does not work.
● Consider based on what assumptions you thought you idea would work. 



Reasonable high-level project ideas
● Take an existing conference-publication-level paper and try to extend it in a 

notable way
● Take an existing conference-publication-level paper and implement it for a 

totally new task
● Take an existing conference-publication-level paper with no available 

implementation and reproduce the paper results
● Rigorously explore a particular subject with a more theory-based approach 

(proofs, synthetic dataset experiments, etc.)



Unacceptable projects

● A project that is close to an existing tutorial on the internet
● A project that leverages an existing code base with minimal changes
● Opinion paper without experiments/results


